Data regarding physiatric advanced approaches of stabilometric and virtual reality for balance assessment and (re)training in cerebral palsy
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ABSTRACT

Introduction. Background. Cerebral palsy (CP) taxonomically encompasses spastic, ataxic dyskinetic and non-classifiable types and, together with the elementary motor deficit, disbalance limits the affected individuals’ orthostatic and ambulatory capacity, thus balance rehabilitation representing an important stake in (re)gaining functional autonomy. Physiatric advanced approaches such as those mentioned in the title, for specific equilibrium function evaluation and (re)training, seem to be contributive in this respect.

Material and methods. In order to achieve an adequate documentation in the domain of the above mentioned rather new and complex assessment and rehabilitative procedures, we have conducted a systematic literature review following the methodology of the “Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyzes (“PRISMA”). Pursuing this goal, we searched for eligible (see further in the body text of our work) articles, by specific keywords combinations (“syntaxes” – consensually) in five international medical databases: Elsevier, NCBI/PubMed, NCBI/PMC, Cochrane and PEDro, availing in addition, the ISI Web of Knowledge/Science Database, in order to check if the articles were issued in journals indexed in there.

Results. After fulfilling the selection/ filtering above mentioned standardized endeavor, it resulted 11 qualified and contributive articles, as well. In purpose to strongly enhance our documentation base, we used also free identified bibliographic resources.

Discussion. There is a current and foreseeable further development in the future – technologically for fabrication and respectively, of their technical performances – including as regards the devices used (also) for stabilometric and virtual reality based equilibrium assessment and rehabilitation in cerebral palsy, considering their beneficial effects. Yet, at least partially, some of them are not completely anodyne.

Conclusion. As in most situations, the related methodology of indication and administration can make the difference – so, an as much as possible exhaustive knowledge in this field, too, is necessary and prone to elicit best post intervention outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION. BACKGROUND

Together with our brain’s development, our bipedal, vertical stance and walking – the former resulting in “hands relieved from body support against gravity” (1), availing dexterity and thus, the unique, among living beings, capability to work, and the latter enabling for cognitive and communication more and more complex capabilities – have decisively contributed to the evolution of the humans, down the ages, towards the contemporary impressive post-industrial, knowledge-based, kind of specific social existence and establishment.

“In addition to motor physiology, virtually any human physiological function is adapted to the bipedal posture and walking, for example breathing, digestion, and excretion” (1) and also “bone and connective tissue metabolism” (2).

So, orthostatism and bipedal gait are decisive for a normal human functioning, practically concerning “all the levels within this describing framework, namely ‘Body functions and structures’, Activities and Participation” of the World Health Organization (WHO)’s related (relatively new) paradigm: the International Classification of Functioning Disability and Health (ICF-DH) (3), and essentially addressing, at the same time, the personal quality of life (QOL). But, as necessary and important as they are, their physiologic achievement is physically very demanding, and hence, including at risk for falls. On the other hand, the humans are endowed with an extremely sophisticated and efficient, specific, neuro-myo-arthro-kinetic structure to ensure equilibrium and re-balance, too.

Synthetically, through extensive coordination by the nervous system, this important function is normally performed based on peripheral/ascending, proprioceptive (including originating from the neck region) and telereceptive, and respectively, central/descending, motor, inputs, with precise, extended/multimodal, and effective, related feed backs. Specifically, “signals from the tendon organ are transmitted like those from the primary endings of the muscle spindle (“One of the more complex elements of the muscle spindle’s function is the gamma efferent system, which involves the gamma motor neurons” (5) – with role including in decrement/modulation of the body’s segments motricity when performing gait and bolt (4)) into local areas of the cord through long fiber pathways such as the spinocerebellar tracts into the cerebellum through other tracts to the cerebral cortex” (4).

Biunivocal, the gamma efferent system receives, via the spinal cord – through the vestibulospinal and reticulospinal tracts – related “ efferent (motor) input from the central nervous system” (5), specifically: commands of brain stem (its bulbo-reticular facilitatory region and the vestibular nuclei) and – intermediate via this above mentioned structure –, also of cerebellar, basal ganglia, and cortical, origin. Thereby, a both prompt and subtle automated, including multi-reflex performed, control of the antigravitational muscles (by combined reciprocal interfering, stimulatory and inhibitory signals – on agonists/antagonists/synergists/stabilizers) is permanently exerted, providing equilibrium (4) in static and dynamic circumstances.

Extremely important involvement in providing balance have also the cerebellum and the basal ganglia, essentially responsible for integration, including of steric sensory kind of information – through very sophisticated circuitry connections – in between and with the cortex and its downward to the spinal cord – conveying motor orders – fascicles, and respectively, for the feed backs based modulation/tuning of sequential, coordinated, movements’ planification and execution – within adequate cognitive control of them and of the muscle tone.(4), including, as for the cerebellum, with directing and also braking of movements – thus making them smooth and precisely space/objects driven, within adequate proportions between dynamic interplay segmental muscle function states. Therefore, one of the clinical consequences of cerebellar dysfunction is (cerebellar) ataxia (4,6).

An essential role in equilibrium have the sensorial structures/analyzers, i. e. the visual and respectively the vestibular (especially) ones as well.

Regarding the former: it gives visual feed back on body posture and movements: specific information, generating eyes position adequacy to head motions’, is transmitted, via the medial longitudinal fasciculus, to the brain stem, and (with generating adequate/compensatory directional gaze stabilizing reflexes from its vestibular nuclei to the oculomotor ones) further, including from the cerebellum, too – and/or through reticular tracts – to the parietal lobe of the cortex, in a (primary) center responsible for balance, thus being provided also awareness, in this respect (4).

The involvement/contribution of the vestibular apparatus is based on the related functions of the utricle’s and saccule’s maculae (important, but not exclusively, through: hair cells, with their cilia, and respectively, statoconia/otoconia/statoliths/otoliths – all covered by a gelatinous layer –; they are mechanoensors that transduce the energy of gravity and of acceleration signals, into an electric one – of the nervous influx – firing the specific sensory primary afferent neurons (7) and of the semicircular canals’ ampullar ridges, too; from these specialized receptors emerge, via the vestibular nerves, specific signals to the brain stem – specifically to the complex of vestibular nuclei, where these nerves make synapses with the deuteuneurons of the ascending vestibular pathway (6,8,9,10) – productive of including efferent interplay reflex orders,
through the spinal cord, to the antigravitational muscles, by the vestibulospinal and reticulospinal tracts (4).

The equilibrium function can be disturbed – with, no matter the etiology, very disabling consequences – in different neurological conditions, among which: CP.

“Cerebral palsy describes a group of permanent disorders of the development of movement and posture, causing activity limitation, that are attributed to non-progressive disturbances that occurred in the developing fetal or infant brain. The motor disorders of CP often accompanied by musculoskeletal problems.”(11,12)

Specifically, in CP, areas more affected by lesions are located in the: parietal lobe – correlating with the composite “gait profile score (GPS)” –, periventricular layer – correlating with the Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) –, corpus callosum (involved in gait disturbances) (13), respectively – with some association with the (more featured) ataxic forms – cerebellum (14), “posterior fossa abnormalities”, vermis and (possibly) hydrocephalus (yet, “In ataxic cerebral palsy CT findings are common, but variable”) (15)

Consequently, according to the Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe (SCPE) Collaborative Group, CP is (largely) classified as: spastic, ataxic dyskinetic and non-classifiable(13,16) – and respectively, after the Swedish classification, as: “spastic (hemiplegic, tetraplegic, and diplegic), dyskinetic (dystonic and athetotic), ataxic and unclassified/mixed”.(14)

Ataxic forms account for 4% (“simple ataxia”) (17) to 10% (18) of all the cases of CP.

Balance disorders, in addition to the basic motor deficit, supplementary affect patients with CP in performing most of the motor acts – especially in the lower limbs (but also with the trunk and indirectly, in the upper limbs, too) – thus contributing significantly to the disability faced by such patients, including/mainly the risk of falls, and with the consequent alteration of their autonomy and quality of life – equilibrium/balance being “a key issue for children with cerebral palsy” (19).

Considering all the above, assessment and training to recover the static and dynamic balance/equilibrium, including in such pathology, is a major rehabilitative target.

Accordingly, physiatric advanced approaches, used in these purposes, are the focus of this paper, specifically of: stabilometric and respectively, augmented/virtual reality, types.

STABILOMETRIC EVALUATION/QUANTIFIED TESTING AND BALANCE/EQUILIBRIUM (RE) TRAINING, APPROACHES

The assessment of balance/(re-)balancing, involves clinical tests, like: Romberg (including sensitized), Babinski-Weil (20), “walking a straight line heel to toe (‘tandem walking test’)” (21), Sit-to-Stand (STS – “values in seconds or numbers of STS”) (22), (timed) “Up & Go” (23), “Pediatric Balance Scale (PBS(24) – given that CP is a primary pediatric condition), even Gross Motor Function Measure 66 GMFM (25) – especially as not a few forms of CP are actually mixed, so the balance disorder is due, in varying proportions, also to the elementary motor deficit) and/or Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS (26)), as well as – modern – tests of “stabilometry” (“computerized”)/“static posturography” (27,28), which involve the use of related apparatus facilities. In the National Teaching Center for Neuro-psycho-motor Rehabilitation in Children (NTCNRCNR) “Dr. N. Robanescu” we use such tests, as for instance, to calculate the: “Global stability index (based on horizontal bipodal balancing)”, “Ellipse area” (in mm²), “Standard deviation of the torso (in degrees)”, “Average speed of the center of pressure in the antero-posterior direction – AP – (in mm/s)”, “Average speed of the center of pressure in the mid-lateral direction – ML – (in mm/s)” (29), and such like.

To be mentioned that “Stabilometry is the objective study of body sway during quiet standing”, by force plates assessed and quantified, entailing (just) orthostatism, without active motions or passive/from outside induced displacements, and that for the upper trunk and extremities such an endeavor may be (also) performed in sitting position (27).

**FIGURE 1.** Advanced (computerized) stabilometry/posturographic quantified testing and training apparatus (Pro-Kin 252 (29)), including with visual feedback (from the NTCNRCNR casuistry)

Such type of advanced multipurpose devices, for analysis and training of static and dynamic balance, aims at: body postural, control and coordination regain (including in children with CP (30,31,32), through/including the intervention of the visual analyzer, with consequent reflex adaptive changes in muscle tone – maybe even trophicity (33) – and action on different directions of motion, involving the related propriocep-
tive components, afferent to assisted and coordinated movements, too. In this respect, the electro-mechanical and of “hard” type infrastructure, ensure the sway passive – challenging for re-balancing – movements generated by the force plates of the apparatus, and together with its dedicated software/applications, provide – as continuous guiding/training feedback – the ideal line the patient must follow in order to rehabilitate his/her equilibrium, posture and then/also, gait – with consequent decrease of the fall risk (34) –, and further, self-autonomy and consequently, QOL.

Some specific examples, within the, and respective-ly our, related activity:

1. Romberg test – analyzes the static (“quiet standing”) (28) position of the body for a period of 60 seconds (30” with eyes open and 30” eyes closed), through the pressure plate but also by the sensor on the trunk (trunk sensor) – on the xiphoid appendix. The test position is an orthostatic, unshod, standardized, relaxed one, with the feet abducted 10° and (or parallel – o. n. – according to the workbook (29) of the related device in the NTCNRCNR endowment) and the heels spaced 3 cm in between, in frontal plane, the upper extremities along with the body, and the eyes open (28), and the gaze focusing on a screen, at a distance of about 1 meter.

2. The test “Stability Index”/Balance Both Feet” (29) (global, based on horizontal bipodal balancing) – to assess dynamic balance: the patient’s ability to stabilize his/her self in conditions of instability – also measures the distance between the patient’s center of mass and the center of the plate in a 30” duration (with eyes open) with trunk sensor, placed on the xiphoid appendix. This parameter allows the understanding of the global imbalance of the patient in relation to the center of the plate.

In the same standardized stance position, as described above, the patient aims to manage the oscilla-

**FIGURE 2.** Stabilometry/posturographic quantified testing – Romberg test – based on Pro-Kin 252 apparatus dedicated facilities: Patient S.K. (meta-initials) – before treatment (left)* and after treatment (right)* (from the NTCNRCNR casuistry)

**FIGURE 3.** The graph represents the kinetic station (ball of yarn) of the two-dimensional circulation movement of the pressure center on the support surface (as shown in Fig. 2 before treatment)

**FIGURE 4.** The graph represents the kinetic station (ball of yarn) of the two-dimensional circulation movement of the pressure center on the support surface (as shown in Fig. 2 after treatment)
tions of the body – benefiting of the intervention of the visual analyzer, too – in order to maintain the center of mass inside the supporting polygon as close as possible to the centriode.

**USE OF SENSOR-BASED ADVANCED DEVICES**

Sensor-based advanced devices include computer-originating augmented/virtual reality (AR/VR), providing “inter”/“active (electronic/video) (35-39) / “serious games” (SGs) (40,41) (also) for testing (contingent quantified) and balance/equilibrium rehabilitation.

As known – and we could determine this, too, within our clinical endeavors on the subject we approach – an essential issue in the Pediatric Rehabilitation, including with the NeuroRehabilitation of children and adolescents with CP, is the maintaining of the overall availability – interest, focus, motivation and thereby, cooperation – of such patients for the related (re-)training programs. Therefore, merging them with game facilities is practically mandatory for having good results. Hence, gaming consistently contributes (also) to the education/“habilitation”, enhancing – in a pleasant, adequate, way – the development of “communication, learning and socializing” (42) performances, as well as of the self-assertion, including with a better, motivated cooperation in practising recommended therapeutic exercises, including with the adjustable use of related devices – even some of them advanced (42).

To be mentioned first that – for safety (43) reasons the headsets for VR are permitted for persons 13 and over years old, as there are some risks of of side effects: “from eye strain and headaches to nausea and, in rare cases, seizures” (44) – we use AR/VR to (re-)train only adolescents, including with in CP. As a necessary related specification: “In principle, puberty would begin around the age of (8)-10 years, continuing with adolescence: from about 13 years to about 19 years (therefore including in Romania – an individual is considered an adult, from all points of view, at the age of 18)” (45).

Accordingly, considering also the benefits of such advanced kinds of therapeutic-habilitative/re-habilitative interventions, a crucial goal – including objective of ours – is to establish the optimal dose for the administration of AR/VR procedures – including in adolescents with PC.

Consequently, we conducted a systematic literature review, according to the standardized methodology, accepted and used internationally: “Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (“PRISMA”) (46), initiated by interrogating medical databases, on specific key words combinations ("syntaxes" – consensually applied) – as shown in Table 1.

For this purpose we quested five prestigious internationally recognized databases: Elsevier (47), NCBI/PubMed (48), NCBI/PMCG (48), Cochrane (49), PEDro (50), additionally using the famous ISI (Institute for Scientific Information – ex Thomson Reuters – currently administered by Clarivate Analytics) Web of Knowledge/Science (51-53) database to check if the articles identified according to the above mentioned – and displayed in Table 1 – key words combinations (“syntaxes” – contextually applied – see Table 1), by which we have searched for the bibliographic resources related to our systematic literature review, are issued in ISI indexed publications.

![Figure 5](https://example.com/figure5.png)

*Figure 5.* Stabilometry/posturographic quantified testing – balance both feet – based on Pro-Kin 252 apparatus dedicated facilities: Patient S.O. (meta-initials) – before treatment (left)* and after treatment (right)* (from the NTCNRCNR casuistry)
Our search encompassed five stages, described in detail in a related adapted flow diagram of the PRISMA filtering/selection method, but without the final stage of meta-analysis (see figure 6).

As starting point, we searched, by the already mentioned keywords combinations/syntaxes – used contextually – only for “open access” articles, written in English, published during 01 January 2009 - 31 December, 2019, in ISI indexed journals, and located in the 5 mentioned databases (with the removal of the duplicates). After applying an adapted preliminary indirect qualitative selection algorithm based on related quotations weighted average (54), inspired by the classification criteria of the Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro), and based on using the PEDro (55) score, we considered eligible only the articles that reached at least four points (“fair quality = PEDro score 4-5”) or more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>Elsevier</th>
<th>PubMed</th>
<th>PMC</th>
<th>PEDro</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“virtual reality” + “cerebral palsy” + “adolescence” + “dose”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“augmented reality” + “cerebral palsy” + “adolescence” + “dose”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“immersive virtual reality” + “cerebral palsy” + “adolescence” + “dose”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“virtual reality” + “cerebral palsy” + “adolescent” + “dose”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“augmented reality” + “cerebral palsy” + “adolescent” + “dose”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“immersive virtual reality” + “cerebral palsy” + “adolescent” + “dose”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“virtual reality” + “cerebral palsy” + “adolescents” + “dose”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“augmented reality” + “cerebral palsy” + “adolescents” + “dose”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“immersive virtual reality” + “cerebral palsy” + “adolescents” + “dose”</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1.** The keywords combinations/syntaxes we used contextually for the initial search, in international medical databases

**FIGURE 6.** PRISMA-type flow diagram, adapted to our query/filtering for related articles
Eventually, we have selected 12 articles that met the PRISMA selection method criteria (including with the indirect qualitative selection algorithm and related PEDro scoring we applied), and thus improved our documentation through related knowledge data found in 11 of them. Although this systematic literature review complied with the above mentioned method’s selection rigors, however, some works of interest could still be missed. On the other hand, as it may be determined, we tried to ensure an as large as possible documentation – especially as the articles selected are not many – for the subject we have overall approached, using also bibliographic resources freely found in the literature.

“Virtual reality (VR) or virtual environment (VE) can be defined as a computing technology that generates simulated or artificially three dimensional (3D) environment, which imitates reality.”; in principle, its infrastructure (hard and soft-ware) must produce a “convincing” artificial milieu prone to allow the user to interfere with it as “naturalistic” as possible (56).

Since the beginning, it is necessary to make a related detailing: encompassing aside VR, there is Augmented Reality (AR), i. e. a number of computer-based facilities to enhance multisensory perceptions, through additional stimuli such as – aside visual ones – hearing, olfactory and/or tactile, kinds – many of them merging with the physical surrounding (of which the user is not disconnected) specifically, by adding/superposing to reality “ synthetic elements like 3D objects, multimedia contents or text information onto real-world images”, in order, as above mentioned, to enhance the human-digital ambient multimodal interactivity (57).

Thus, AR/ VR can create and artificial VE the user can interact with and explore/ exercise acts similar (to) those of the real life.

Some examples – of many alike – are the “serious games”: Snowball Fight (in which the patient uses a Wii Remote (57,58)), respectively the ones we use currently, as described below.

a. Cutting fruits: for patients with consequent to CP so-called crouch (hip and knee flexion, and leg dorsiflexion) or hemiplegia, in which they attempt to transfer reciprocally their body weight from the healthy limb to the affected one, in order to increase the base support that enhances stability in orthostatism (maybe leading to improved bone density, too). Accordingly, the respective patients will perform a dynamic training designed to unbalance them, followed by reactive overall stabilization, through continuous transfer of body weight from one hemi-body to the other [the patient in orthostatism, standing on a balance board,

### TABLE 2. The articles we have selected through the PRISMA filtering method, within our systematic literature review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Pub. Year</th>
<th>Citation Count</th>
<th>PEDro Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
moves his/her legs in the middle-lateral (ML) direction and watches the fruits coming in site on a screen (they appear randomly from the bottom of the respective display to the upward direction, and the user tries to cut them before they fall], following the afferent score to the right side of the screen. Hence, there is motivation to cut as many fruits as possible – to increase the score – in two minutes (on 3 levels of difficulty: easy, hard, extreme), and 15 rounds of play;

b. For patients with ataxia, we target to approach it availing the shoot cutter game: on the balance board, in static/dynamic mode, in two minutes, in orthostatic position, with related postural corrections (axial extension, shoulders in adduction, retro/pelvic anteversion), they have to move their body (weight), represented by the center of pressure (COP – figured on the screen as a blue cross) when random darts are seen on the screen, and maintain such targets in position – while keeping his/her balance, too – for three seconds (to be able, thus, to score). The game has 3 levels of difficulty (easy, hard, extreme) and 15 rounds of play;

c. Piloting an aircraft: from an orthostatic position, with a fixed or dynamic plate, for two minutes, over the metropolises of Europe – aiming to pass through targets in the form of darts that appear randomly on the screen with the COP moving in the antero-posterior (AP) and ML directions. The game has 3 levels of difficulty (easy, hard, extreme) and 15 rounds of play.

d. Ski: from an orthostatic position on a fixed or dynamic board, for a period of two minutes, the patient must place his/her COP in the front plane, for being able to move the skier (avatar); the higher the pressure on the anterior support area the bigger the speed of the skier. In order to slow down, the pressure is applied stronger on the posterior plane (at the same time, for changing direction, the pressure will be exerted in the ML plane). The game has 3 levels of difficulty (easy, hard, extreme) and 15 rounds of play.

e. Equilibrium: the patient is in orthostatic position – on a fixed or dynamic plate – for a period of two minutes and must insert a ball into a hole. The game appears in the form of a labyrinth with one or more holes, where the balls must be introduced under the action of the plantar force exerted on the balance board in the AP and ML directions. The game has 3 levels of difficulty (easy, hard, extreme) and 15 rounds of play.

There are also expressly conceived such electronically/by information technology (IT) video facilities-generated, rehabilitative instruments, as for instance: “mirror-like” video or computer graphic setups, where a video or computer graphic image of the moving limb is presented”(59) and/or “Exergames”: a type of “motion, balance, and physical fitness” promoting (re)training facilities, entailing an “almost uniformly slow-paced” strongly pro-active pattern, and therefore being useful including to counteract the lack of general voluntary stringing consequent to CP (60).

Very important is the principle of “biofeedback and virtual reality system”: the users – including children and adolescents – are represented, all together, within the artificial surrounding by an “avatar”, that reproduces, in trajectories and strength, his/her own motor actions (61). This actually makes the major difference between AR/VR/VE procedures and the simple watching of a screen: the possibility of the user(s), on one hand, to manage his/her “viewpoint” within the VE and on the other, (also) to intervene and produce changes in it (62).

Moreover, such visual feedbacks provided, stimulate, through attracting/maintaining the user’s (especially child or adolescent) interest/attention and motivation: neuroplasticity (63) – basic intimate support of rehabilitation.

Obviously, like practically, in most cases and types of interventions, the related therapeutic-habilitative/re-habilitative outcomes are influenced by “interindividual features” (64), too.

To be also specified that in the literature there can be encountered, too, and opinion that such therapeutic-rehabilitative facilities and related procedures – including with “robot-assisted therapy (sometimes in combination with virtual reality games)” are not different, regarding the principle of their (re)training capabilities, but rather diverse/“alternative” ways to avail them (65).

Another important specification refers to the fact that the AR/VR/VE – form a technical point of view, but also as its influence on the person placed and acting in such a milieu – differ, including taxonomically, by the level of immersivity: from “non-immersive” – closer to AR (o. n.): (Desktop) Systems, using more or less a common, yet performant (possibly “3D interaction devices” added), digital infrastructure – to semi-immersive (Projection Systems, entailing a superior endowment (more sophisticated imagery/ensembles, respectively also special glasses providing “ stereoscopic” vision), to “fully immersive” (utilizing “Head Mounted Displays”, that enable for a deepened sense of presence) (66) – for some specific clinic indications with possible “adjunctive non-opioid” analgesic effects, too (67).

**DISCUSSION**

As IT will develop its technical capabilities/performance, at the same time improving cost-effective-ness, it is to be expected the availability, also for domiciliary use (68), of such advanced devices to enhance.

This comes along with their beneficial, including of therapeutic-rehabilitative kinds, effects, but (in the complex context of effectiveness, profits, and detri-
ments of brain stimulation techniques in CP (69)), also with the inherent risks related to the excess of their use (see above, plus the possible negative consequences of neuroplasticity excessive stimulation, like for instance: neuropathic pain, movement disorders, tinnitus (70)). Therefore, further-supplementary research is needed to quest, conceptually and methodologically, as well, for the “ways to improve functional outcomes in children with CP (71).

CONCLUSIONS

Technological advances and related advanced rehabilitation devices that have thus become available represent an enlargement and improvement of the current panel of approaches, including for adolescents with CP.

But, at the same time, their appropriate use is an important challenge for the physicians and therapists working in this domain, regarding the optimal overall methodology applied – among which the dosage holds a central position.
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